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Look for these things. When you find them in one of the       
pictures, write the picture number in the box next to the word. 
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Find picture 22. It is called Tower Bridge.  

Look at picture 7 & 8 
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How many towers can you see? 
What else can you see in the picture?   
In the box below, draw your own picture of a bridge.  

  

   

What can you see? Look carefully, the picture is 
made up of lots of small shapes. What shapes can 
you see? Write the answer in the box on the right. 
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Where might the vehicles be travelling to?   
 
________________________________________________ 

How fast do you think they are going? Are they going quickly 
or slowly? 
 
________________________________________________ 

What do you see? What do you think is going on in the picture? 
On the chalkboard below the picture, draw your own clock.  
What shapes and colours might you use? 
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Look at pictures 1-4. Describe what you see. 
Can you follow the River Thames across all  
four pictures? 

What are you looking at? The pictures are maps of London. 
They show us where things can be found. In the box below, 
draw your own map showing us where your school is and the 
streets around it.  
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2 Look at picture 12 

The picture is a map of Limehouse. Do you know that we 
are in Limehouse? How many coloured cars and buses 
can you see? Write the answer in the box on the right.  

 

 

Look at picture 23 

Find pictures 9 & 10 
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This is picture 15 
What can you see? What colours has the artist used? 
What shapes can you spot? Draw your own picture that 
uses different shapes & colours inspired by the picture. 

  

Can you tell the artist why you like that picture? 

Tell the artist why you like the colours / what’s shown in the picture. 

Tell the artist how the picture makes you feel. 
 
 

Hello! I like picture number  ____________________________ 

which is called  __________________________________  
_____________________________________________ 

I like it because  _________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

It makes me feel _________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

Look around the gallery. Which is your  
favourite picture?   
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